Operational Working Group Meeting
25 June 2020

Action Points:
1. SFP CES to follow up the PDM done in Gezira in Yei County
2. SFP Upper Nile to follow up with SSUDA on delivery of the items to Makak
3. Cluster to follow up with logs cluster on delivery of S/NFI items to Ulang
4. Central Unity: Co-SFP Unity (ADA) to follow up with HRSS on the assessment plan in Central Unity
5. Call for partners to respond the needs of the new displaced population in Maridi
6. WVSS to respond in Motot. SFP to follow up.
7. All partners should consult with the respective State Focal Point (SFP) whenever they are planning to conduct field mission.

Meeting Minutes

1. Key Context Update
   - New displacement in Tambura. Over 5000 individuals reported.
   - Flood reported in Duk, Akobo, and Twic East destroying the crops and agricultural land.
   - Additional flooding reported in Jalle and Baidit islands 14-15 June

2. S/NFI Operations
   (Please refer to the revised operational timeline map)

   Central Equatoria
   - NRC: Team will be leaving tomorrow to Tali. The have completed the 14 days quarantine as required by the authority for COVID-19 preventions.
   - NRC: Kupera => Team will be departed from Juba to Kupera on Tuesday next week.
   - NRC: There is security incident reported in Kajo Keji recently. This may delay the planned respond in this area. Many road blockade and checkpoints reported along the road to Kajo Keji.

   Eastern Equatoria
   - No update

   Jonglei
   - Response in Chuil is currently ongoing.
   - Flood response in Bor South is currently ongoing conducted by NRC, HDC, CIDO
- **Uror**: the need analysis Pamai is ongoing carried out by ADA.
- **IOM** rebooking flight to Pieri and Pulchuol as the flight was cancelled last week.
- **ACTED** no longer to respond the need in Motot.
- **WVI** interested to respond the need in Motot

### Unity

- Respond in Mayon has been completed last month – HACO, ACCN, ADA
- New IDP reported in Kuriak in Mayom County. No figures were shared so far.
- New alert on returnees in Koch County. Fact finding mission is planned to take place in Mirmir lead by UNHCR => Mirmir is cantonment site, need to involve the protection partners.
- New displacement reported in Mayendit. Now details provided so far.
- HRSS planned to conduct assessment in Central Unity.
- PDM onhold/pending in Wechjol and Mayabol due to security and access issue.

### Upper Nile

- All the current mission conducted by ADRA and UNHCR are related to PSN using stock from UNHCR
- WVI following up the pending mission in Ulang County => Seeking assistance from the National Cluster team to follow up with the Logs cluster on the schedule of delivery items to Ulang County
- No fighting in Ulang area on the 26 May 2020.
- Response in Maker & Koat: SFP & Cluster to follow up with the logs cluster on delivery of the items
- Makak: SFP to follow up with SSUDA on delivery of the items

### Warrap

- Tonj South and Tonj East: The need analysis completed this week. The team are move forward to conduct distribution of NFI to the targeted population. Partners: CCOSS, IOM, TADO, SSGID, LAWANC, TGCDA, and DRDP.
- Need analysis completed in Gogrial East by NRC. 1,586 households are in needs of SNFI assistance.
- DRC are planning to respond the ned in Tonj South. Their team now are in 14 days quarantine as required by the authority. Team from DRC will be deployed on the 13 July 2020.

### WBeG

- There new IDPs coming to Hai Masna Collective Centre as the results of the security incident in Mapel, Jur River County. UNHCR and IOM has completed the distribution of NFI to the new arrivals in Hai masna.
- Ongoing shelter care and maintenance in Wau PoC.

### Western Equatoria

- Massive displacement reported in Kupera, Tambura County. The initial figure was 911 households.
- New displacement reported in Maridi County. SFP to call for mobile or available partners to respond in this area.
NRC to conduct multi sectoral assessment in Mvolo, team currently under the 14 days quarantine as required by the authority.

Northern Barh el Ghazal
- No further update

3. AoB
- National Cluster and Information Session Meeting next week.